CONCRETE

BASE

No. 001

ORSON COFFEE TABLE
Meet the Orson, your new favorite coffee table.
A sanctuary for your coffee cup, it also serves as a laptop
workspace, the hub of a brainstorming session, or additional
seating in a pinch. Each slab of highly-engineered composite
concrete is sealed with a material that will not peel or yellow.

MATERIALS & SPECS

The steel base is cut, fitted and welded by hand with the

composite concrete slab // steel base, powder coat optional

utmost care. The base is finished with a wax treatment that

65 x 18 x 16 // 170 lb // 77 kg

fosters a natural patina over time, or optional powder coat.

shown in limestone & raw steel
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CONCRETE

BASE

FABRIC

No. 002

MODERN MUSKOKA CHAIR
The Modern Muskoka is a contemporary reinterpretation
of the original Adirondack chair, introduced in 1903. With an
emphasis on ergonomics, clean lines, and honest materials,
this chair is comprised of natural, non-biodegradable materials
that will age and patina with time. The shell is hand-cast in a
highly-engineered composite concrete that yields a durable,
strong and thin result. The steel base is cut, fitted and welded
by hand, one chair at a time. Once finished, it receives a
protective wax finish.
The Muskoka incorporates thoughtful design details:

MATERIALS & SPECS

a removable base, seat drainage via a cast-in copper drain

composite concrete // steel base, powder coat optional

aperture, and a composition based on the least number of

20.5 x 15 x 11 // 130 lb // 59 kg

strokes possible.

shown in limestone & raw steel with optional ottoman
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CONCRETE

BASE

FABRIC

No. 003

MODERN MUSKOKA OTTOMAN
Kick up your feet with the Muskoka Ottoman. Visually, the
ottoman recalls the look and feel of the chair that inspired
it, with its complimentary angles and honest materials.
Functionally, the dimensional considerations provide the
user elegant comfort without being obtrusive when sitting or
standing. The Muskoka ottoman’s height and width allow it to
nestle within the framework of the chair: it’s narrower than
the chair body, allowing the user to plant both feet firmly on
each side when sitting and standing, and it’s shorter than the

MATERIALS & SPECS

base of the seat, allowing it to tuck neatly below the edge.

composite concrete // steel base, powder coat optional

This simple design consideration allows to you maximize

20.5 x 15 x 11 // 27 lb // 12 kg

comfort without becoming a hazard when sitting or standing.

shown in limestone & raw steel
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CONCRETE

BASE

No. 004

INCLINARE BENCH
Sometimes you have to look to the past to see the future,
and such is the case with the Inclinare Bench. Its genealogy
is rooted in the clean lines of mid-century modern classics,
but it was created in 2012. It provides a comfortable seating
area for one to two people; use it around your Triangulum fire
pit or on the patio, with a Knotty Stool or pair of Muskoka
Chairs. Designed with the same ergonomic considerations of
the Modern Muskoka Chair, each Inclinare Bench is hand-cast
in a highly engineered concrete, making it extremely durable,
strong, and thin. The steel rod base is handmade to fit each

MATERIALS & SPECS

individual bench shell. Considerate design details include

composite concrete slab // steel base, powder coat optional

a removable base, and proper drainage to a cast-in copper

61.5 x 23.5 x 36.25 // 215 lb // 97 kg

drain aperture.

shown in limestone & special edition safety yellow powder coat
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CONCRETE

No. 005

KNOTTY STOOL
The Knotty Stool is the perfect addition to any space. A natural
pedestal or modern accompaniment, it stands beautifully

MATERIALS & SPECS

alone, or can be used as seating, a footrest, or an impromptu

composite concrete

table. The smooth, organic surface of cast-concrete offers a
wabi-sabi vibe. Hollow-cast, the Knotty Stool can be made with
optional sliders for indoor use.
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16 x 17.25 // 135 lb // 61 kg
shown in natural grey & bone
(bone exclusively available to trade associates)

FABRIC

No. 007

MODERN MUSKOKA
CHAIR CUSHION
Sit back, relax, and stay awhile with our custom Muskoka
covers. Fabricated with a polyurethane foam core and covered
with durable, weatherproof Sunbrella™ outdoor fabric in one
of 6 colors, these cushions are the perfect way to add a bit
more comfort or a pop of color to your Muskoka Chair and

MATERIALS & SPECS

Ottoman. Built to withstand the elements, our cushions work

durable Sunbrella™ outoor fabric // custom fitted to chair

just as well on your patio as they do in your living room.

shown in rust
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FABRIC

No. 008

MODERN MUSKOKA
OTTOMAN CUSHION
Sit back, relax, and stay awhile with our custom Muskoka
covers. Fabricated with a polyurethane foam core and covered
with durable, weatherproof Sunbrella™ outdoor fabric in one of
6 colors, these cushions are the perfect way to add a bit more
comfort or a pop of color to your Muskoka Chair and Ottoman.

MATERIALS & SPECS

Built to withstand the elements, our cushions work just as well

durable Sunbrella™ outdoor fabric // custom fitted to ottoman

on your patio as they do in your living room.

shown in gold
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CONCRETE

No. 010

TRIANGULUM FIRE PIT
The Triangulum is a simple and refined approach to the art
of fire. Made of a durable composite concrete, it elevates
the fire 10” off of the ground, giving the flames a platform
without impeding a conversation with someone directly across,

MATERIALS & SPECS

a drawback of chimineas or other tall designs. The shape

composite concrete

encourages conversation; it draws people in and encircles

36 x 36 x 12 // 215 lb // 98 kg

them, interaction by design. Vertical slots allow water to drain

shown in natural grey

and allow air into the underside of the fire, feeding the flames

6″ fire ring, pre-plumbed for natural gas or propane.

with much needed oxygen.

Natural gas or propane only. Not recommended for wood burning.
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